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Title of Item

GSC OC Dorm
Funding Pitch

Description of item
Yesterday, GSC OC chair asked each dorm to provide proposals
to them in order to get the Orientation Funding from GSC. They
will hold a pitch event for all the dorm about 10 days later. During
the pitch, each activity could have 3 minutes presentation time
plus 2 to 5 minutes Q&A time. The total budget for OC dorm
funding is $12,500. We expect to get $1000 or more from this
funding.
GSC invited Wenjun & I to chair the Family 101 event which is a
part of the series orientation events in September with total
budget of $1500. They asked us to form a subcommittee for this
project and they will join the subcommittee meeting through out
the planning and execution stage. The planned first subcommittee
meeting will be held June 19 Tue, so we are planning to take this
project and find more project members from WEC or Westgate
residents.
Funds for prizes and other supplies for the July 4th Carnival
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PCC will do the
orientation event,
the pitch will
include the BBQ
orientation.

1

Lis & Brian PRC
will take part in
organizing
together with
President
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Family 101: GSC
Funding

Graduate
6/6/2012 20:35:18 Coordinators

Small Prizes for
July 4th Carnival

(Sidenote: last year LEF moved this proposal to a GSC medium
event and it was then allocated a total of $600. If they do not fund
in full this year, I will ask for the remaining money from WEC).

2

Monthly Featured
MIT Resource

This next academic year we (GC's) want to feature a different MIT
resource for Westgate residents. (Ex: spouses&partners,
FamilyNet, Mediation, Activities Committee) We'd like WEC to
help us brainstorm ideas of how we can best present resources to
the community.
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Graduate
6/6/2012 20:38:04 Coordinators

Item Type

$230 pass
Dennis will look for
funding a
television screen
for next bus,
events, will also be
additional resource
for security needs.

* Brainstorming regarding new resident booklet preparation, few suggestions were reaised such as medical insurance, child care options+the need of very early regidtration to skip long wait
list, president will approach the community for other suggestions.
* TCC will give WEC account $500 on behalf of using Westgate playground

